
Codes and conventions in Media 

 The codes and conventions in media can be separated into 3 distinct groups –  

o Technical (camera techniques & shots) 

o Symbolic   

o Written  

o Audio 

 

These give the text meaning and determine the response of the viewer. They can be used as a basis for simple 

text analysis. So in order to compose any work related to media you should con 

 

 Codes and Conventions in Media 

• The media construct reality. 

• The media have their own forms, codes and conventions. 

• The media present ideologies and value messages. 

• The media are business that have commercial interests. 

• Audiences negotiate meaning in media. 

 

Media mediate reality via the use of recognized codes and conventions, and the credibility or realism of a media text 

may be judged by the degree to which the audience identifies with what is being portrayed. 

 

Media students identify three categories of codes that may be used to convey meanings in media messages:  

• technical codes, which include camera techniques, framing, depth of field, lighting and exposure and 

juxtaposition;  

• symbolic codes, which refer to objects, setting, body language, clothing and colour;  

• written codes in the form of headlines, captions, speech bubbles and language style. 

 

• the media produces meaning by using conventions 

• audiences produce meaning from the interaction of the conventional material in the text, and their 

understanding of conventions 

• the conventions that the media uses have a history - they come from somewhere and they are responsive 

to historical forces 

• conventions are not natural but are cultural - they have cultural specificities - they are now somewhat 

universal - here we can probably think of advertising. 

• the systems of codes that make up the convention can be clumped together under three broad headings - 

technical, symbolic, verbal/written. 

 

By the term 'code' we mean a communication system which contains elements which have an agreed meaning and 

which can be combined according to agreed rules. This could be the English language, Morse Code, a traffic 

policeman's hand signals, film etc. 

 

It is a fundamental premise of Communication Studies that all communication takes place via codes: 

 A code is a rule-governed system of signs, whose rules and conventions are shared amongst members of a 

culture, and which is used to generate and circulate meanings in and for that culture. Fiske (1987) 

 

A code must consist of: 

• a set of signs which carry meaning 

• a set of agreed rules for combining those signs together 

 

Since it is the case that the codes we use are the result of conventions arrived at by the users of those codes, then it 

is reasonable to suppose that the values of the users will in some way be incorporated into those codes. 



They will, for example, have developed signs for those things they agree to be important, they will probably have 

developed a whole array of signs to draw the distinctions between those things which are of particular significance in 

their culture. 

 

In other words, you might reasonably expect that the ideologies prevalent in those cultures will have been 

incorporated into the codes used:...'reality' is always encoded, or rather the only way we can perceive and make 

sense of reality is by the codes of our culture.  

 

There may be an objective, empiricist reality out there, but there is no universal, objective way of perceiving and 

making sense of it. What passes for reality in any culture is the product of the culture's codes, so 'reality' is always 

already encoded, it is never 'raw'. 

 

 

Social Values and Representation 

• Social values are the unwritten laws by which a culture lives. They are so transparent that they may exist 

without us even realising their impact. 

• Social values may remain constant across generations and cultures or they may vary. 

• Social values are partly based in reality and partly aspirational. 

• Social values may or may not reflect people’s bahaviour but always reflect belief. 

• Media products are crafted to suit an audience, they must reflect the basic beliefs and values of the target 

market or that market will not buy the product. 

• Most media texts support dominant social values and as such are a cleverly crafted amalgam of cosy 

familiarity and fantasy. 

• Texts that challenge social values are less common although they proliferate in times of social upheaval 

and uncertainty. 

• Some texts simultaneously support and challenge the values of the time and place of production. 

 

Social Values may be one or more of the following: 

• Dominant 

• Traditional 

• Emerging 

• Subcultural 

• Oppositional 

 

In order to create a feature film, tools (known as codes) of the filmmaking trade, such as music, script, costumes, 

camera angles and framing, are used. These are only a few examples of film codes. It is the way that these are used 

(which is known as conventions) that helps us understand which characters are playing each role in the story. Indeed, 

the exact way directors use these tools can encourage us to like or dislike a character and also help us to understand 

how important each character is in the story.  

 

For example, if a character in a film was seen entering an office building in the dark shadows of the night and 

threatening music was heard at the same time, then we would probably think that the character was either a thief or 

criminal of some sort. Yet if the lighting was changed so that the character was not seen in shadows but in bright light, 

and pleasant music was heard, then we would probably believe this character was a person who worked in that 

building. Maybe he or she was doing some overtime to meet a deadline of some sort. 

 


